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2021-2022 Receivership School Quarterly Report #2 
Report Period: October 16, 2021 – January 14, 2022 (Due January 28, 2022) 

 

 
This document is to be completed by the School Receiver and/or their designee and submitted electronically to OISR@NYSED.gov.  The reporting portion of this document is 
a self-assessment of the implementation and outcomes of key strategies related to Receivership, and as such, is not considered a formal evaluation via the New York 
State Education Department. Once finalized and accepted, this document in its entirety must be posted in a conspicuous place on the district website.  All responses should 
directly align with or be adaptations to the previously approved intervention plans and require explicit engagement and input from community engagement teams. 
 

School Name School BEDS 
Code District Lead Partner or EPO Hyperlink to where this plan will be posted on the district 

website: 
Benjamin 
Franklin 
Elementary 

03020001005 Binghamton City School 
District 

 http://bcsd1bfes.ss14.sharpschool.com/notifications 
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Executive Summary 
Please provide a plain-language summary of this completed report, reflecting changes and progress made since the last reporting period, with a focus on the action taken to 
implement lead strategies, engage the community, and enact Receivership powers.  The summary should be written in terms easily understood by the community-at-large.  
Please avoid terms and acronyms that are unfamiliar to the public and limit the summary to no more than 500 words.   
We have been hard at work here at Benjamin Franklin Elementary. We have continued to place our focus around the essential standards work and have completed our end- 
of-trimester one Essential Standards assessments to keep the number of students proficient in each of the essentials at each grade level (results here).  According to these 
posts or mid-point assessments (for grade levels working on yearlong essentials) 64% of students were proficient in the most essential ELA standard and 62% of students in 
Math.  For the building, this is a tremendous success that we plan to build on in the next trimester.   We attribute this success to our newly designed WIN (what I need) time, 
as well as the PLC process.  During our WIN time, students move around between classroom teachers, Teaching Assistants, and anyone else available to get specifically- 
designed instruction based on their needs.  The utilization of all this staff also helps to greatly reduce the size of the groups, allowing us to be extremely prescriptive with our 
instruction..   
 
The building Principal has continued to undergo the SSP support and mentoring.  These regular meetings have been very helpful in prioritizing what is most important and 
carving aside time for it.  For example, given all the COVID contact tracing and protocols, building leadership has been pulled from being in classrooms.  We have prioritized 
the need for giving teachers feedback and carving out uninterrupted time to do so.  We have devised a system which will allow us to give non-evaluative feedback to teachers 
on a more regular basis to help support their instruction and keep us in attuned to what is happening.  
 
We are also very excited to report the coaching opportunities we have created via a new co-teacher hired with targeted SIG funds.  We currently have a “Master Teacher” in 
second grade who also serves as a math mentor.  We have hired her a co-teacher, which frees her up to begin coaching cycles throughout the building where she can get 
into classrooms and give feedback to and model for teachers.  We will begin this coaching in grade 3, 4, and 5 math as they are entering the most critical units for the state 
tests.   
 
 

 

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1SlKdjcP1xLswqi3t8p08f-T9LxtTAhetJRq9k1OC8cE/edit?usp=sharing
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Directions for Parts I, II, and III - District and school staff should respond to the sections of this document by both analyzing and summarizing the steps taken to implement 
lead strategies since the first quarter. Include processes that were used to assess the impact of strategies implemented on student learning outcomes.   
 
This is also an opportunity for district and school staff to provide a reflective outline of proposed actions, strategies, and process adaptations made to the school’s 2021-2022 
Continuation Plan, with a focus on how evidence guided decisions made through continuous and comprehensive planning, by articulating explicit support of student social-
emotional well-being, diversity, equity, inclusion, and active engagement in learning.   

● The District should ensure that the implementation of lead strategies address the needs of all learners, particularly the needs of subgroups of students and those at risk for 
not meeting State academic standards.   

● District and school staff should assess the impact of identified lead strategies on student learning, as connected and aligned to diagnostic review feedback, to ensure 
strategy implementation can achieve long-term sustainable growth.   

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Part I –Lead Strategies for Improvement  
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Lead Strategies for School Improvement  
List the 3-4 of core lead strategies that are central to the school’s improvement plan, and outline the progress made this quarter by applying each strategy. Lead strategies are 
key levers for improvement that are identified based on trends in student performance data and serve as overarching approaches for implementing strategically focused action 
steps toward achieving demonstrable improvement.   

Quarterly Report #2 with Reflection on Lead Strategies Utilized during 
October 16, 2021 – January 14, 2022 

Identify the lead strategies that 
guided the school’s improvement 
work during the reporting period, 
including any that were discontinued.  

Status 
(R/Y/G) 

For each lead strategy, outline how the strategy helped achieve progress toward this year’s demonstrable improvement 
targets.  If a strategy was discontinued since the prior reporting period, please provide an evidence-based explanation for why 
it was discontinued and if/how a new strategy will be implemented in its place. 
 

Identification of the essential standards. G The identification of these strategies has been critical to our success as a building.  It has allowed us to focus on what is most 
important at each grade level and prioritize that learning before moving on to other standards which are less critical to student 
success (click here to see essential standard results).  While we have made great strides with our essentials, we still have 
work to do.  This trimester we will start with the essential standard to master by the end of March.  Then we will set sub- 
standards that will lead to mastery along with a smart goal based on the Pre-Assessment.  This will help add focus and clarity 
to the process.  

Implementation/ Focus on WIN (What I 
Need Time) for Tier 2 instruction 

Y We are continuing to find clarity around the WIN time at all grade levels.  There have also been many hurdles in terms of 
crossing classes and contact tracing for COVID.  Now with the new test-to-stay option, this becomes less of a concern and 
our grade levels who had to stop their WIN time can now resume.  There was some hesitancy around what this can look like 
in the lower grade levels.  We plan on continuing to work on perfecting this model as we have seen tremendous results in the 
upper grades while utilizing the WIN time.   

New tracking systems for our ELA 
Interventionists 

G Our new data tracking sheets in Google Click here have been critical in terms of administrative oversight and tracking student 
progress throughout the course of an intervention.  Teachers start with a benchmark level and set an end-of-intervention goal 
for their students.  The sheet then allows them to add weekly data which can be seen by administration and by classroom 
teachers,   

 
 
 
 
  
 Part II – Demonstrable Improvement Indicators-Level 1  

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1SlKdjcP1xLswqi3t8p08f-T9LxtTAhetJRq9k1OC8cE/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/u/0/d/1ft6vK12UM2zuU2dFm_fTbIt72A6aKWnFD6CJi-upf0A/edit
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Level 1 Indicators 
Please list the school’s Level 1 indicators and complete all columns below. This information should provide details about how lead strategies inform the implementation of 
specific strategies and action steps that support progress toward the Demonstrable Improvement Indicators.   

Quarterly Report #2 Reflection on Activities Completed for this Indicator during 
October 16, 2021 – January 14, 2022 

Indicator Status 
(R/Y/G) 

Identify specific strategies and action steps 
implemented to support progress for each of the 
Demonstrable Improvement Indicators.  

● Provide the specific data/evidence used to determine progress and impact 
on instruction, student learning, and achievement. 

● Describe how the data trends that emerged during this reporting period 
will inform future action steps.  

● Include a description of any adjustments made to the continuation plan 
along with the corresponding data used to inform the adjustment. 

 
Indicator #33 
3-8 ELA All Students MGP  
 
 
 

G In our first trimester we did a good job naming and 
prioritizing our essential standards and as a result 
we have made substantial progress towards our 
goals.  After reflecting back on the quarter with 
our Shared Leadership Team and after speaking 
with our SSP mentor we have found opportunities 
where we could provide additional clarity around 
both teacher and student learning.  In the next 
trimester we will be naming our essential 
standards and also creating smart goals for the 
end of the trimester.  Then, as a follow-up to this, 
we will be identifying all the sub-standards and 
prerequisite standards that will help us arrive at 
our smart goals. Click here for an example of 
what an ongoing smart goal looks like in 
Kindergarten.   
 
Grade levels have continued to utilize WIN (what I 
need) time to provide tier two support for students 
struggling with the essential standard.  This allows 
teachers to group students not by ability, but by 

● We are currently awaiting our F and P data as a district.  These 
benchmarks are due to us by February 4th and will be provided to 
OISR at that time.   

● As stated earlier, the majority of instructional time has been focused on 
what grade levels deemed to be the most essential standards.  These 
are standards most critical on both assessments and to find success in 
the next grade level. Click here to see the results of these post- 
assessments. On the final tab you can see a breakdown of proficiency 
in the essential standard by grade level.  What is most encouraging is 
that the lower the grade level, the higher the proficiency rate.  70% of 
Kindergarten students have met proficiency; most have exceeded it in 
their ELA Essential Goal around knowing and identifying letters and 
sounds.  As a result, I am proud to say that all these students are also 
anticipated to be at benchmark in terms of mid-year reading levels!   
 

● Click here for our reading intervention data from Quarter 2 (Trimester 
1).  We are currently compiling the data and results from our second 6- 
week cycle.  As you can see, the highlighted students have met the 
goal of their intervention.  In turn we are anticipating seeing a huge 
jump in their F and P levels in the middle of the school year!  

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1uFFljN59oR4cINUsctcm5BbsDWkilwgtkYy0il2IykU/edit?usp=sharingw0d7lagMwpH2hw/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1SlKdjcP1xLswqi3t8p08f-T9LxtTAhetJRq9k1OC8cE/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/190riPMLqGBSxMUnrcucNg4BbuWMqzvjvXhgue4j2vzA/edit?usp=sharing
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need, to ensure that we provide all the support 
possible to ensure students reach their SMART 
goals.  
  
We have also been using our new reading 
intervention tracking sheet to help bridge gaps of 
communication between our reading specialists, 
our Response to Intervention Team, and our 
building administration.  This Google sheet starts 
with a beginning-of-intervention benchmark, then 
moves toward an end-of-intervention goal, and 
tracks student progress on a weekly level.  Click 
here for an example without names.  This 
document has proven to be vital as our 
interventionists are providing more of a variety of 
interventions as opposed to just guided reading or 
LLI.  
 
 

 
Indicator #39 
3-8 Math All Students MGP 
 
 

G Much like in ELA we spent a great deal of time 
prioritizing our essential standards.  Teachers 
have been meeting weekly to discuss what the 
most critical standard is and dedicating the vast 
majority of their time towards meeting that 
Essential Standard.  Much like in ELA, we have 
come to the realization that clarity is the key to our 
success.  As such, we have decided to also turn 
Trimester 2 Essential Standards in math into 
SMART goals.  This provided a much deeper 
level of clarity for teachers, students, and families.  
We then break that SMART goal down into 
smaller learning targets with progress monitoring 
assessments to be discussed at PLC times.  Click 

● We finished our first trimester with a post-assessment to monitor 
proficiency on the Essential Standards.  Click here for results. We are 
excited to report that over half (64%) of students have shown mastery 
on their Trimester 1 Essential Standards in Math.  Even more 
encouraging are the results in the lower grade levels; for example, 
92% of Kindergarten students showed proficiency on their Math 
Essential Standard and 67% of first graders!  We are very encouraged 
by these numbers in grades which require limited prerequisite 
knowledge.  This shows we will be sending students to the next grade 
level meeting expectations.  In time, these results will continue to move 
up in grade level each year and ultimately reach the testing grades (3-
5).  
 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1AgtFU1ERBDLGSlrdAdmWdmSV6NHaPjsH/view?usp=sharing/edit
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1AgtFU1ERBDLGSlrdAdmWdmSV6NHaPjsH/view?usp=sharing/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1dz5ROwoGbbc6-4-xFIwUrlDMkJb0Bw0d7lagMwpH2hw/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1SlKdjcP1xLswqi3t8p08f-T9LxtTAhetJRq9k1OC8cE/edit?usp=sharing
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here for an example of one of these SMART 
goals. 
 
Grade levels have continued to utilize WIN (what I 
need) time to provide Tier 2 support for students 
struggling with the Essential Standard.  This 
allows teachers to group students not by ability, 
but by need, to ensure that we provide all the 
support possible to ensure students reach their 
SMART goals.  
 
Towards the end of this quarter we hired a Long 
Term Substitute who will be co-teaching in a 
second grade classroom.  This frees up the 
classroom teacher, who is a master teacher in 
math, and our math mentor to provide extensive 
coaching throughout the building around each 
grade level’s Essential Standard.  We have begun 
this process with our fifth-grade team as they 
have begun to work on their Trimester 2 SMART 
goal on fractions.   
 
   

● Click here to see middle-of-the-year iReady scores.  We as a building 
are proud to have decreased our level of Tier 3 students by 19% while 
doubling students showing proficiency and increasing those 
approaching grade level.  As we dive further into the reports, we are 
seeing the effectiveness of our instruction around numbers and 
operations which are aligned to our Essential Standards.  This is 
affirmation that our Essential Standards work is pointing us in the right 
direction.   

 
Indicator #100 3-8 ELA All Students 
Core Subject Performance Index 
 
 

G In our first trimester we did a good job naming and 
prioritizing our essential standards and as a result 
we have made substantial progress towards our 
goals.  After reflecting back on the quarter with 
our Shared Leadership Team and after speaking 
with our SSP mentor we have found opportunities 
where we could provide additional clarity around 
both teacher and student learning.  In the next 
trimester we will be naming our essential 
standards and also creating smart goals for the 

● We are currently awaiting our F and P data as a district.  These 
benchmarks are due to us by February 4th and will be provided to 
OISR at that time.   

● As stated earlier, the majority of instructional time has been focused on 
what grade levels deemed to be the most essential standards.  These 
are standards most critical on both assessments and to find success in 
the next grade level. Click here to see the results of these post- 
assessments. On the final tab you can see a breakdown of proficiency 
in the essential standard by grade level.  What is most encouraging is 
that the lower the grade level, the higher the proficiency rate.  70% of 

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1dz5ROwoGbbc6-4-xFIwUrlDMkJb0Bw0d7lagMwpH2hw/edit?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1qEONHBW-gmAi5QUefkO-nEwhhuHJdNFt
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1SlKdjcP1xLswqi3t8p08f-T9LxtTAhetJRq9k1OC8cE/edit?usp=sharing
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end of the trimester.  Then, as a follow-up to this, 
we will be identifying all the sub-standards and 
prerequisite standards that will help us arrive at 
our smart goals. Click here for an example of 
what an ongoing smart goal looks like in 
Kindergarten.   
 
Grade levels have continued to utilize WIN (what I 
need) time to provide tier two support for students 
struggling with the essential standard.  This allows 
teachers to group students not by ability, but by 
need, to ensure that we provide all the support 
possible to ensure students reach their SMART 
goals.  
  
We have also been using our new reading 
intervention tracking sheet to help bridge gaps of 
communication between our reading specialists, 
our Response to Intervention Team, and our 
building administration.  This Google sheet starts 
with a beginning-of-intervention benchmark, then 
moves toward an end-of-intervention goal, and 
tracks student progress on a weekly level.  Click 
here for an example without names.  This 
document has proven to be vital as our 
interventionists are providing more of a variety of 
interventions as opposed to just guided reading or 
LLI.  

Kindergarten students have met proficiency; most have exceeded it in 
their ELA Essential Goal around knowing and identifying letters and 
sounds.  As a result, I am proud to say that all these students are also 
anticipated to be at benchmark in terms of mid-year reading levels!   
 

● Click here for our reading intervention data from Quarter 2 (Trimester 
1).  We are currently compiling the data and results from our second 6- 
week cycle.  As you can see, the highlighted students have met the 
goal of their intervention.  In turn we are anticipating seeing a huge 
jump in their F and P levels in the middle of the school year!  

 
Indicator #110 3-8 Math All Students 
Core Subject Performance Index 
 
 

 Much like in ELA we spent a great deal of time 
prioritizing our essential standards.  Teachers 
have been meeting weekly to discuss what the 
most critical standard is and dedicating the vast 
majority of their time towards meeting that 

 

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1uFFljN59oR4cINUsctcm5BbsDWkilwgtkYy0il2IykU/edit?usp=sharingw0d7lagMwpH2hw/edit?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1AgtFU1ERBDLGSlrdAdmWdmSV6NHaPjsH/view?usp=sharing/edit
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1AgtFU1ERBDLGSlrdAdmWdmSV6NHaPjsH/view?usp=sharing/edit
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/190riPMLqGBSxMUnrcucNg4BbuWMqzvjvXhgue4j2vzA/edit?usp=sharing
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Essential Standard.  Much like in ELA, we have 
come to the realization that clarity is the key to our 
success.  As such, we have decided to also turn 
Trimester 2 Essential Standards in math into 
SMART goals.  This provided a much deeper 
level of clarity for teachers, students, and families.  
We then break that SMART goal down into 
smaller learning targets with progress monitoring 
assessments to be discussed at PLC times.  Click 
here for an example of one of these SMART 
goals. 
 
Grade levels have continued to utilize WIN (what I 
need) time to provide Tier 2 support for students 
struggling with the Essential Standard.  This 
allows teachers to group students not by ability, 
but by need, to ensure that we provide all the 
support possible to ensure students reach their 
SMART goals.  
 
Towards the end of this quarter we hired a Long 
Term Substitute who will be co-teaching in a 
second grade classroom.  This frees up the 
classroom teacher, who is a master teacher in 
math, and our math mentor to provide extensive 
coaching throughout the building around each 
grade level’s Essential Standard.  We have begun 
this process with our fifth-grade team as they 
have begun to work on their Trimester 2 SMART 
goal on fractions.   
 

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1dz5ROwoGbbc6-4-xFIwUrlDMkJb0Bw0d7lagMwpH2hw/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1dz5ROwoGbbc6-4-xFIwUrlDMkJb0Bw0d7lagMwpH2hw/edit?usp=sharing
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Indicator #150 
Grades 4 and 8 Science All Students 
Core Subject Performance Index 
 

Y Building leadership has begun to roll out a plan 
with our Challenge enrichment teacher to get a 
baseline assessment for the Science Test in early 
February.  We will then use this baseline data to 
inform next steps.  The reason for this delay has 
been to increase the time spent on our reading 
and math instruction as we continue to close the 
gaps caused by the pandemic.  

● We look forward to receiving our benchmark data using the released 
state test questions from Science.  We will then use PLC time to 
interpret this data and inform next steps.  

Indicator #160 
3-8 Chronic Absenteeism - All 
Students  
 

R Our chronic absenteeism continues to be our 
greatest area of concern.  We have continued to 
follow our district’s attendance flow chart making 
regular contact with families at 5, 10, 15, and 20 
days of absences.  We have also begun to 
include attendance into our PBIS initiatives and 
celebrations.   
 
Many of these absences are a result of the 
pandemic.  If a student has had covid twice in 
their house and chooses not to engage in remote 
learning they will have been chronically absent for 
the school year.   
 
In the past month we have begun to implement 
the test-to-stay policy and have seen it have a 
positive result in attendance for the month of 
January as less students are currently home on 
quarantine.  
 
We have also continued the implementation of a 
check in-check out program, which has ten 
students.  These students are carefully selected 
by our Student Support Team.  We identified 

● Click Here for our most up-to-date chronic absenteeism update.  As 
you will see, our chronic absenteeism has gone down since the 
implementation of our Test-to-Stay this month.  While this is 
encouraging, we still have a long way to go in order to get our 
attendance data back on track.  You will also notice that as numbers of 
COVID cases have increased in the community through the winter 
months, so has our chronic absenteeism data, better displayed here. 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1IuMSvhB0MjFNwEeGk1AWyVOYfjpLCv9X
https://drive.google.com/file/d/15s9VAnsAji7q5Wpm28tj_-w0SB25aVia/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1v1mHVHrffZc6aql76zfH-K-9nDS8euVv/view?usp=sharing
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students who are at risk of being chronically 
absent for non-COVID related reasons.  

Indicator #180 
3-8 ELP Success Ratio - All Students 
 

G Our ENL staff have been playing an integral part 
of the PLC process.  It has been extremely 
beneficial to have their lens around language as it 
is useful for all our students.   
 
Our ENL staff also plays a part in our intervention 
block where we provide Tier 3 instruction/ 
remediation for our most struggling students.  
They also play a part in our WIN time, meeting 
with our ENL students who need additional 
support around the Tier 1 instruction.   
 
Our ENL teachers have been continuing their 
work with Cultural and Linguistic Responsiveness 
(CLR).  This helps our staff to become more 
understanding of our students from all 
backgrounds and cultures.   

● We are currently awaiting our F and P data as a district.  These 
benchmarks are due to us by February 4th and will be provided to 
OISR at that time.   

● As stated earlier, the majority of instructional time has been focused on 
what grade levels deemed to be the most essential standards.  These 
are standards most critical on both assessments and to find success in 
the next grade level. Click here to see the results of these post- 
assessments. On the final tab you can see a breakdown of proficiency 
in the essential standard by grade level.  What is most encouraging is 
that the lower the grade level, the higher the proficiency rate.  70% of 
Kindergarten students have met proficiency; most have exceeded it in 
their ELA Essential Goal around knowing and identifying letters and 
sounds.  As a result, I am proud to say that all these students are also 
anticipated to be at benchmark in terms of mid-year reading levels!   

 
 
 
 
    Part III – Demonstrable Improvement Indicators-Level 2 

Level 2 Indicators 
Please list the school’s Level 2 indicators and complete all columns below. This information should provide details about how lead strategies will inform the 
implementation of specific strategies and action steps that will support progress toward the Demonstrable Improvement Indicators.   

Quarterly Report #2 Reflection on Activities Completed for this Indicator during 
October 16, 2021 – January 14, 2022 

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1SlKdjcP1xLswqi3t8p08f-T9LxtTAhetJRq9k1OC8cE/edit?usp=sharing
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Indicator Status 
(R/Y/G) 

What specific strategies and action steps were 
implemented to support progress for each of the 
Demonstrable Improvement Indicators?  

● Provide the specific data/evidence used to determine progress and 
impact on instruction, student learning, and achievement. 

● Describe how the data trends that emerged during this reporting period 
will inform future action steps.  

● Include a description of any adjustments made to the continuation plan 
along with the corresponding data used to inform the adjustment. 

 
Indicator #86 
Teacher Turnover 
 
 
 

G We have continued to provide teachers with PLC 
time, which gives an opportunity for teachers to 
collaborate with one another and with 
administration to be able to provide support and 
resources as needed. 
 
We have continued to increase teacher voice in 
our Shared Leadership Team.  Each meeting 
starts with members reporting on how the team is 
progressing on their Essential Standards and 
what next steps are.  The team reports back with 
their feedback and helps teams with intervention 
adjustments and or suggestions of what has 
worked in other grade levels. 
 
The new implementation of our math coach has 
allowed us to support teachers through the new 
curriculum, especially our new teachers.    
   
 
 

● We are currently awaiting our F and P data as a district.  These 
benchmarks are due to us by February 4th and will be provided to 
OISR at that time.   

● As stated earlier, the majority of instructional time has been focused 
on what grade levels deemed to be the most essential standards.  
These are standards most critical on both assessments and to find 
success in the next grade level. Click here to see the results of these 
post- assessments. On the final tab you can see a breakdown of 
proficiency in the essential standard by grade level.  What is most 
encouraging is that the lower the grade level, the higher the 
proficiency rate.  70% of Kindergarten students have met proficiency; 
most have exceeded it in their ELA Essential Goal around knowing 
and identifying letters and sounds.  As a result, I am proud to say that 
all these students are also anticipated to be at benchmark in terms of 
mid-year reading levels!   
 

● Click here for our reading intervention data from Quarter 2 (Trimester 
1).  We are currently compiling the data and results from our second 6- week 
cycle.  As you can see, the highlighted students have met the goal of their 
intervention.  In turn we are anticipating seeing a huge jump in their F and P 
levels in the middle of the school year!  

 
Indicator #103 
3-8 ELA Hispanic Core Subject 
Performance Index 
 
 

G In our first trimester we did a good job naming 
and prioritizing our essential standards and as a 
result we have made substantial progress 
towards our goals.  After reflecting back on the 
quarter with our Shared Leadership Team and 

● We are currently awaiting our F and P data as a district.  These 
benchmarks are due to us by February 4th and will be provided to 
OISR at that time.   

● As stated earlier, the majority of instructional time has been focused 
on what grade levels deemed to be the most essential standards.  

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1SlKdjcP1xLswqi3t8p08f-T9LxtTAhetJRq9k1OC8cE/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/190riPMLqGBSxMUnrcucNg4BbuWMqzvjvXhgue4j2vzA/edit?usp=sharing
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 after speaking with our SSP mentor we have 
found opportunities where we could provide 
additional clarity around both teacher and student 
learning.  In the next trimester we will be naming 
our essential standards and also creating smart 
goals for the end of the trimester.  Then, as a 
follow-up to this, we will be identifying all the sub-
standards and prerequisite standards that will 
help us arrive at our smart goals. Click here for an 
example of what an ongoing smart goal looks like 
in Kindergarten.   
 
Grade levels have continued to utilize WIN (what I 
need) time to provide tier two support for students 
struggling with the essential standard.  This 
allows teachers to group students not by ability, 
but by need, to ensure that we provide all the 
support possible to ensure students reach their 
SMART goals.  
  
We have also been using our new reading 
intervention tracking sheet to help bridge gaps of 
communication between our reading specialists, 
our Response to Intervention Team, and our 
building administration.  This Google sheet starts 
with a beginning-of-intervention benchmark, then 
moves toward an end-of-intervention goal, and 
tracks student progress on a weekly level.  Click 
here for an example without names.  This 
document has proven to be vital as our 
interventionists are providing more of a variety of 
interventions as opposed to just guided reading or 
LLI.  

These are standards most critical on both assessments and to find 
success in the next grade level. Click here to see the results of these 
post- assessments. On the final tab you can see a breakdown of 
proficiency in the essential standard by grade level.  What is most 
encouraging is that the lower the grade level, the higher the 
proficiency rate.  70% of Kindergarten students have met proficiency; 
most have exceeded it in their ELA Essential Goal around knowing 
and identifying letters and sounds.  As a result, I am proud to say that 
all these students are also anticipated to be at benchmark in terms of 
mid-year reading levels!   
 

● Click here for our reading intervention data from Quarter 2 (Trimester 
1).  We are currently compiling the data and results from our second 
6- week cycle.  As you can see, the highlighted students have met the 
goal of their intervention.  In turn we are anticipating seeing a huge 
jump in their F and P levels in the middle of the school year!  

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1uFFljN59oR4cINUsctcm5BbsDWkilwgtkYy0il2IykU/edit?usp=sharingw0d7lagMwpH2hw/edit?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1AgtFU1ERBDLGSlrdAdmWdmSV6NHaPjsH/view?usp=sharing/edit
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1AgtFU1ERBDLGSlrdAdmWdmSV6NHaPjsH/view?usp=sharing/edit
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1SlKdjcP1xLswqi3t8p08f-T9LxtTAhetJRq9k1OC8cE/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/190riPMLqGBSxMUnrcucNg4BbuWMqzvjvXhgue4j2vzA/edit?usp=sharing
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Indicator #113 
3-8 Math Hispanic Core Subject 
Performance Index  

 
 
 

G Much like in ELA we spent a great deal of time 
prioritizing our essential standards.  Teachers 
have been meeting weekly to discuss what the 
most critical standard is and dedicating the vast 
majority of their time towards meeting that 
Essential Standard.  Much like in ELA, we have 
come to the realization that clarity is the key to 
our success.  As such, we have decided to also 
turn Trimester 2 Essential Standards in math into 
SMART goals.  This provided a much deeper 
level of clarity for teachers, students, and families.  
We then break that SMART goal down into 
smaller learning targets with progress monitoring 
assessments to be discussed at PLC times.  Click 
here for an example of one of these SMART 
goals. 
 
Grade levels have continued to utilize WIN (what I 
need) time to provide Tier 2 support for students 
struggling with the Essential Standard.  This 
allows teachers to group students not by ability, 
but by need, to ensure that we provide all the 
support possible to ensure students reach their 
SMART goals.  
 
Towards the end of this quarter we hired a Long 
Term Substitute who will be co-teaching in a 
second grade classroom.  This frees up the 
classroom teacher, who is a master teacher in 
math, and our math mentor to provide extensive 
coaching throughout the building around each 
grade level’s Essential Standard.  We have begun 
this process with our fifth-grade team as they 

● We finished our first trimester with a post-assessment to monitor 
proficiency on the Essential Standards.  Click here for results. We are 
excited to report that over half (64%) of students have shown mastery 
on their Trimester 1 Essential Standards in Math.  Even more 
encouraging are the results in the lower grade levels; for example, 
92% of Kindergarten students showed proficiency on their Math 
Essential Standard and 67% of first graders!  We are very 
encouraged by these numbers in grades which require limited 
prerequisite knowledge.  This shows we will be sending students to 
the next grade level meeting expectations.  In time, these results will 
continue to move up in grade level each year and ultimately reach the 
testing grades (3-5).  
 

● Click here to see middle-of-the-year iReady scores.  We as a building 
are proud to have decreased our level of Tier 3 students by 19% 
while doubling students showing proficiency and increasing those 
approaching grade level.  As we dive further into the reports, we are 
seeing the effectiveness of our instruction around numbers and 
operations which are aligned to our Essential Standards.  This is 
affirmation that our Essential Standards work is pointing us in the 
right direction.   

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1dz5ROwoGbbc6-4-xFIwUrlDMkJb0Bw0d7lagMwpH2hw/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1dz5ROwoGbbc6-4-xFIwUrlDMkJb0Bw0d7lagMwpH2hw/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1SlKdjcP1xLswqi3t8p08f-T9LxtTAhetJRq9k1OC8cE/edit?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1qEONHBW-gmAi5QUefkO-nEwhhuHJdNFt
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have begun to work on their Trimester 2 SMART 
goal on fractions.   
 

 
Indicator #115 
3-8 Math ED Core Subject 
Performance Index  
 
 
 

G Much like in ELA we spent a great deal of time 
prioritizing our essential standards.  Teachers 
have been meeting weekly to discuss what the 
most critical standard is and dedicating the vast 
majority of their time towards meeting that 
Essential Standard.  Much like in ELA, we have 
come to the realization that clarity is the key to 
our success.  As such, we have decided to also 
turn Trimester 2 Essential Standards in math into 
SMART goals.  This provided a much deeper 
level of clarity for teachers, students, and families.  
We then break that SMART goal down into 
smaller learning targets with progress monitoring 
assessments to be discussed at PLC times.  Click 
here for an example of one of these SMART 
goals. 
 
Grade levels have continued to utilize WIN (what I 
need) time to provide Tier 2 support for students 
struggling with the Essential Standard.  This 
allows teachers to group students not by ability, 
but by need, to ensure that we provide all the 
support possible to ensure students reach their 
SMART goals.  
 
Towards the end of this quarter we hired a Long 
Term Substitute who will be co-teaching in a 
second grade classroom.  This frees up the 
classroom teacher, who is a master teacher in 

● We finished our first trimester with a post-assessment to monitor 
proficiency on the Essential Standards.  Click here for results. We are 
excited to report that over half (64%) of students have shown mastery 
on their Trimester 1 Essential Standards in Math.  Even more 
encouraging are the results in the lower grade levels; for example, 
92% of Kindergarten students showed proficiency on their Math 
Essential Standard and 67% of first graders!  We are very 
encouraged by these numbers in grades which require limited 
prerequisite knowledge.  This shows we will be sending students to 
the next grade level meeting expectations.  In time, these results will 
continue to move up in grade level each year and ultimately reach the 
testing grades (3-5).  
 

● Click here to see middle-of-the-year iReady scores.  We as a building 
are proud to have decreased our level of Tier 3 students by 19% 
while doubling students showing proficiency and increasing those 
approaching grade level.  As we dive further into the reports, we are 
seeing the effectiveness of our instruction around numbers and 
operations which are aligned to our Essential Standards.  This is 
affirmation that our Essential Standards work is pointing us in the 
right direction.   

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1dz5ROwoGbbc6-4-xFIwUrlDMkJb0Bw0d7lagMwpH2hw/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1dz5ROwoGbbc6-4-xFIwUrlDMkJb0Bw0d7lagMwpH2hw/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1SlKdjcP1xLswqi3t8p08f-T9LxtTAhetJRq9k1OC8cE/edit?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1qEONHBW-gmAi5QUefkO-nEwhhuHJdNFt
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math, and our math mentor to provide extensive 
coaching throughout the building around each 
grade level’s Essential Standard.  We have begun 
this process with our fifth-grade team as they 
have begun to work on their Trimester 2 SMART 
goal on fractions.   
 

Locally Measured Indicator Fountas 
and Pinnell Reading Level – Black 
students 
Fountas and Pinnell reading level – 
Black 
 

Y In our first trimester we did a good job naming 
and prioritizing our essential standards and as a 
result we have made substantial progress 
towards our goals.  After reflecting back on the 
quarter with our Shared Leadership Team and 
after speaking with our SSP mentor we have 
found opportunities where we could provide 
additional clarity around both teacher and student 
learning.  In the next trimester we will be naming 
our essential standards and also creating smart 
goals for the end of the trimester.  Then, as a 
follow-up to this, we will be identifying all the sub-
standards and prerequisite standards that will 
help us arrive at our smart goals. Click here for an 
example of what an ongoing smart goal looks like 
in Kindergarten.   
 
Grade levels have continued to utilize WIN (what I 
need) time to provide tier two support for students 
struggling with the essential standard.  This 
allows teachers to group students not by ability, 
but by need, to ensure that we provide all the 
support possible to ensure students reach their 
SMART goals.  
  

● We are currently awaiting our F and P data as a district.  These 
benchmarks are due to us by February 4th and will be provided to 
OISR at that time.  We will be utilizing Schoolzilla as a resource to 
track this data.  
 

● Click here for our reading intervention data from Quarter 2 (Trimester 
1).  We are currently compiling the data and results from our second 
6- week cycle.  As you can see, the highlighted students have met the 
goal of their intervention.  In turn we are anticipating seeing a huge 
jump in their F and P levels in the middle of the school year!  

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1uFFljN59oR4cINUsctcm5BbsDWkilwgtkYy0il2IykU/edit?usp=sharingw0d7lagMwpH2hw/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/190riPMLqGBSxMUnrcucNg4BbuWMqzvjvXhgue4j2vzA/edit?usp=sharing
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We have also been using our new reading 
intervention tracking sheet to help bridge gaps of 
communication between our reading specialists, 
our Response to Intervention Team, and our 
building administration.  This Google sheet starts 
with a beginning-of-intervention benchmark, then 
moves toward an end-of-intervention goal, and 
tracks student progress on a weekly level.  Click 
here for an example without names.  This 
document has proven to be vital as our 
interventionists are providing more of a variety of 
interventions as opposed to just guided reading or 
LLI.  
 
Most grade levels have begun switching their 
trimester two goals to focus on Reading Levels vs 
reading skills.  These reading levels will in turn 
help them at the same skills within their text 
bands. 

 
 
 
 
  Part IV – Community Engagement Team (CET) 

Community Engagement Team (CET) 
The role of the Community Engagement Team is to be active thought partners in contributing to and supporting the development of recommendations for school 
improvement through public engagement. Recommendations made by the CET, including how the school community (i.e., school principal, parents and guardians, teachers 
and other school staff and students) was engaged to seek input/feedback to guide implementation of the school’s improvement plan, should be addressed in response to 
the prompts below. 

Report Out of 2021-22 CET Plan Implementation 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1AgtFU1ERBDLGSlrdAdmWdmSV6NHaPjsH/view?usp=sharing/edit
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1AgtFU1ERBDLGSlrdAdmWdmSV6NHaPjsH/view?usp=sharing/edit
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● List the categories of stakeholders that have participated as members this 
reporting period.  

● Include any changes made to the CET’s membership since the development of the 
Quarter #1 Report. Include the role/title of any new members. 

Describe how recommendations made by the CET during this reporting period were 
used to inform implementation of the school’s improvement plan. 

 

 
Susan Smith-Parent Mentor 
Megan Brockett- Mayor’s Office 
Tonia Thompson- Superintendent 
Molly Killdow- BU Grad Assistant 
Directors- Jennifer Dove, Erin Thompson Miller, Scout Orr 
Principal- Kyle Skinner 
Parent- Katie Russo  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

  
Parent Mentors have been working on communication with the families in 
Kindergarten around good attendance habits.  They felt that addressing these 
habits at an early age will set them up for success in the future.  
 
Binghamton University - Has been working and has staffed the food pantry.  They 
recently made a suggestion around food delivery in the cold months and are 
working through logistics of having interns help with this.   
 
Molly and building leadership have also built a partnership with Catholic Charities to 
allow for smaller food bank deliveries so we can now stock produce without having 
to over order.    

 
 
 Part V - Receivership Powers 

Powers of the Receiver  
Provide a summary of the use of the School Receiver’s powers during this reporting period. 
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With additional funds, we were able to assign a teacher to co-teach with an existing exceptional second grade teacher, who will now be available to come out of the 
classroom and coach other teachers in the building around mathematics. The teachers’ contract would have this position be posted and the teacher interviewed for the 
position. Instead, as a school in receivership, the principal approached this teacher and we were able to find the best teacher to go into the second grade classroom and co-
teach, rather than post both positions for hire. 
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